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Abstract—This article aims at optimizing the Peak Age of In-
formation (PAoI) performance of slotted Aloha networks with
two representative data queue service disciplines, i.e., first-come
first-served (FCFS) and last-come first-served (LCFS). Specifically,
by assuming a unit-size buffer and Bernoulli packet arrivals, the
average PAoI are derived and minimized by properly tuning the
packet arrival rate and the channel access probability of each
sensor. Depending on whether the packet arrival rate can be tuned
or not, the individual optimization and joint optimization are both
considered. The optimal system parameters and corresponding
minimum PAoI are explicitly characterized. The analysis shows
that in the joint optimization case, the PAoI linearly increases with
the network scale and the minimum PAoI with LCFS is 16.8%
lower than that with FCFS in the massive access scenario. Yet,
for achieving such performance gain over FCFS, each sensor with
LCFS should generate a new sample in each time slot, indicating
soaring energy consumption due to the sampling operation. The
analysis shows that the energy efficiency with LCFS is always lower
than that with FCFS, and the gap keeps increasing with the number
of sensors, which reveals a clear age-energy tradeoff in terms of
service disciplines.

Index Terms—Age of information, Aloha networks, channel
access probability, packet arrival rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE information freshness is crucial for many real-time
energy-limited Internet of Things (IoT) applications, such

as vehicle tracking and e-health, where fast and accurate system
responses are vital. However, in large-scale IoT networks, due to
the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, the fierce channel
competition may lead to frequent packet transmission failures
that deteriorate the information freshness. Considering the ex-
plosive growth of the time-sensitive IoT application market [1],
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[2], [3], [4], it is urgent to study how to optimize information
freshness performance of the large-scale distributed IoT net-
works.

To characterize the timeliness of information, Age-of-
Information (AoI) was proposed in [5], which measures the
time elapsed since the last received packet was generated. AoI
captures the impact of both transmission delay and data genera-
tion frequency, and has attained significant attention in recent
years, where average AoI and Peak AoI (PAoI) are the two
most popular AoI performance metrics. The latter represents
the maximum value of AoI achieved just before an update is
received. Meanwhile, PAoI is of interest in applications with
timeliness threshold restrictions, and therefore will be the focus
of this article.

A. AoI Optimization in Slotted Aloha

For large-scale IoT systems, where hundreds of sensors are
deployed over a large region, the centralized access control
strategy is impractical due to intolerably high coordination costs.
Random access schemes, such as slotted Aloha, have proven to
be a simple yet elegant solution, where each sensor indepen-
dently determines when to transmit. The minimum coordination
and distributed control enable Aloha to become one of the
most widely deployed access schemes in IoT-originated wireless
networks such as LoRa and NB-IoT [6], [7].

For decades, extensive works have been done on the through-
put and delay analysis of Aloha networks [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13]. It was found that the performance optimization of the
network lies in the proper selection of the channel access proba-
bility and packet arrival rate (i.e., the sampling rate in the context
of information update system [14]). A large channel access
probability (resp. packet arrival rate) leads to mounting channel
contention and poor performance, while a small channel access
probability (resp. packet arrival rate) results in an insufficient
use of channel resource. However, the search for the optimal
parameter configuration has long been known as notoriously
difficult. This is because the service rate of each sensor’s data
queue depends on the aggregate activities of all sensors as the
packet transmission of a sensor can be successful if and only if
all other sensors keep silent, and consequently each sensor’s data
queue is coupled with each other. The performance optimization
becomes even more complicated when the inherent bi-stable
behavior problem is considered [10]. That is, the Aloha network
has two steady-state points (i.e., the probability of successful
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transmissions of packets) and suffers the risk of dropping to the
lower one, on which the network performance becomes poor.
As such, numerous works have been done on characterizing
the bi-stable region of Aloha networks, which is found to be
determined by various system parameters including the packet
arrival rate and the channel access probability [15], [16].

The AoI optimization of Aloha networks gains significant
attention recently. To push the age performance to the limit,
the generate-at-will traffic model, where sensors generate new
samples whenever they decide to transmit, has been widely
used [17], [18], [19], [20]. In [17], the average AoI of slotted
Aloha was characterized and optimized by properly choosing
the channel access probability. [18] considered a multi-channel
Aloha network, and optimized the age performance via joint
access control and resource allocation. To make the best use
of each update transmission, threshold-based random access
schemes were proposed, in which channel access request of
a sensor is permitted only if the information age exceeds a
predetermined threshold [19], [20].

Although the generate-at-will traffic model benefits the age
performance by generating updates immediately before trans-
missions, it is not in line with many practical IoT services, such
as smart grid [21], where the updates come into the data queue
periodically or stochastically, instead of the on-demanding man-
ner. For instance, in smart grid, the reporting period of devices
ranges from 5 mins to 24 hours depending on the practical
needs [22]. In [23] and [24], the optimal transmission proba-
bilities were searched based on an iterative algorithm assuming
Bernoulli arrival with a fixed packet arrival rate. However, this
approach is too demanding for practical low-end IoT devices.
Note that besides the channel access probability, the packet
arrival rate can also be a tunable system parameter. A ques-
tion naturally arises: How to jointly select the packet arrival
rate and channel access probability of each sensor for the age
performance optimization of slotted Aloha? Although the above
works have focused on optimally choosing the channel access
probability, few have considered joint tuning when the bi-stable
behavior of Aloha networks is included.

B. Age Performance in Terms of Service Disciplines: FCFS
Versus LCFS

The analysis of the classical queueing systems, such as
M/M/c, M/M/∞ and Geo/Geo/c [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], have
shown that the age performance of the network crucially depends
on the service disciplines of the data queue, which mainly
contains two categories: 1) First-come first-served (FCFS), i.e.,
all data packets are served in the order of arrival; 2) Last-come
first-served (LCFS), i.e., newly arrived packets have priority and
will be served first. It is revealed in [30], [31] that the system
could achieve better age performance with LCFS than that with
FCFS, especially when the packet arrival rate is large.

Yet, for FCFS, a large packet arrival rate does not neces-
sarily contribute to age optimization, as the queue would be
backlogged and queueing delay is enlarged [29]. On the other
hand, with LCFS, although increasing the packet arrival rate will
always reduce the average age, frequent information updates

induce excessive energy consumption. Towards this issue, lots
of endeavors have been devoted to searching for the optimal
packet arrival rate in battery-limited networks [32], [33].

For slotted Aloha, the age performance with different service
disciplines has been investigated and compared. In [34], with the
FCFS service discipline, the PAoI was characterized based on
a spatiotemporal model, and the optimal channel access proba-
bility was derived as a function of local topology information,
by leveraging the dominant system approach. [35] extended the
analysis to the random walk case, and obtained the optimal
channel access probability and the packet arrival rate for PAoI
minimization, and the age-energy tradeoff is analyzed in [36].
In [37], the average AoI and PAoI were evaluated for both FCFS
and LCFS service disciplines, where the effectiveness of LCFS
over FCFS in reducing AoI was confirmed.

Note that the studies in [34], [35], [36], [37] consider the ad-
hoc scenario, where multiple transmitter-receiver pairs coexist
and compete with each other. While, little research has been done
on the optimal age performance comparison with different ser-
vice disciplines in the multiple access scenario, where multiple
nodes transmit to a common receiver. It is thus unknown whether
in the multiple access scenario, the age performance with LCFS
is better than that with FCFS, and how much performance gain
that the network can achieve. Additionally, what is the price to
pay, particularly from the energy efficiency point of view?

C. Contribution

To address the above open issues, in this article, we consider
a slotted Aloha network where the packet arrival process fol-
lows Bernoulli distribution and each sensor is equipped with
a unit-size buffer. By extending the analysis in [15], we take
the bi-stable behavior of slotted Aloha into account and obtain
the explicit expression of average PAoI. Based on the bi-stable
region, the channel access probability and the packet arrival
rate for PAoI optimization are carefully selected such that the
network would not fall into the bi-stable region, avoiding the
risk of dropping to the lower steady-state point. In specific, our
contributions are summarized as follows:
� Individual optimization: Given the packet arrival rate, we

obtain the minimum PAoI and corresponding optimal chan-
nel access probabilities in both FCFS and LCFS cases. The
analysis shows that the optimal channel access probability
for PAoI minimization is independent of the service disci-
plines. In contrast, the minimum PAoI with LCFS would
be smaller than that with FCFS, and the gap grows with
the number of sensors and the packet arrival rate.

� Joint optimization: When the packet arrival rate can be
tuned, the minimum PAoI and corresponding optimal
packet arrival rate and channel access probability are de-
rived as explicit functions of the number of sensors in both
FCFS and LCFS cases. It is found that with FCFS, the
optimal packet arrival rate and channel access probability
decrease with the number of sensors. Yet, with LCFS, the
optimal packet arrival rate remains constant regardless of
the network scale. On the other hand, the minimum PAoI
linearly increases with the number of sensors, and the
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Fig. 1. An Aloha network with multiple sensors and one server.

minimum PAoI with LCFS is 16.8% lower than the PAoI
with FCFS in the massive access scenario.

� Age-energy tradeoff: We evaluate the energy efficiency of
each sensor in the joint optimization case with different
service disciplines, and find that the energy efficiency with
LCFS is always lower than that with FCFS. For instance, by
adopting LCFS discipline to achieve 16.8% PAoI gain com-
pared with FCFS, approximately 100 times more energy is
consumed if the sampling energy consumption is half of the
transmission energy consumption in a 200-node network,
and the energy efficiency with LCFS is approximate 1.05%
of that with FCFS. Moreover, the gap in energy efficiency
between FCFS and LCFS keeps increasing with the growth
of the network scale, indicating a clear tradeoff between
the age performance and the energy efficiency in terms of
service disciplines.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The prelim-
inary analysis of steady-state points and PAoI are presented
in Section II. Both the individual optimization and the joint
optimization for PAoI minimization are addressed in Section III
with FCFS discipline and Section IV with LCFS discipline,
respectively. Section V compares the minimum PAoI in FCFS
case and that in LCFS case. The age-energy tradeoff is charac-
terized in Section VI. Concluding remarks are summarized in
Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Consider a slotted Aloha network containing n sensors and
one common server, and each sensor is equipped with a unit-
size buffer, as shown in Fig. 1. Assume that all the sensors are
synchronized and can start a transmission only at the beginning
of a time slot, and each transmission occupies one time slot.
Similar to [20], [24], we consider the collision model where the
packets generated by sensors are transmitted over a noiseless
channel, and each packet can be successfully transmitted when
there is no concurrent transmission from other sensors.

Assume that with probability λ ∈ (0, 1], each sensor performs
the sampling operation at the beginning of each time slot for

Fig. 2. State transition diagram of each individual HoL packet.

generating a new packet (i.e., update). When the buffer is non-
empty, the sensor will access the channel in each time slot with
probability q until the packet is successfully transmitted. We
assume the ACK/NACK transmission from the destination is
instantaneous and error-free [37], [38], [39]. In this article, the
FCFS discipline and the LCFS discipline are both considered:
� With FCFS, a newly arrived packet will be dropped out if

the buffer is full.
� With LCFS, a newly arrived packet replaces the Head-of-

Line (HoL) packet of the buffer if the buffer is full1.

A. Steady-State Points

Note that a discrete-time Markov chain has been established
in [15] for characterizing the behavior of the HoL packet of
each sensor, as shown in Fig. 2. Let pt denote the probability of
successful transmission of HoL packets at time slot t = 1, 2, . . ..
A fresh packet is initially in State T, and remains in State T if it is
successfully transmitted with probability qpt. If it is transmitted
but encounters a collision, then it goes to State 0. In State 0, if it
is successfully transmitted with probability qpt, then it shifts to
State T. The Markov chain is uniformly strongly ergodic if and
only if the following limit exists [40]:

lim
t→∞ pt = p. (1)

We can derive the steady-state probability distribution of the
Markov chain: πT = pq and π0 = 1− pq, based on which the
fixed-point equation of the steady-state probability of successful
transmission of each packet p is obtained in [15] as

p = exp

(
−λ̂q

λ + pq

)
, (2)

where λ̂ = nλ is the aggregate packet arrival rate.
Equation (2) may have more than one roots. The analysis

in [15] reveals that the network has either two steady-state points,
i.e., the desired steady-state point pL and the undesired steady-
state point pA with pL > pA, or one steady-state point pL. Both
pL and pA are the roots of (2). The number of roots in (2) is
determined by the number of sensors n, the packet arrival rate λ

and the channel access probability q. Accordingly, we can define
the following stable regions in terms of (n, q, λ):
� Bi-stableregion B = {(n, q, λ)|n > 4

q , λ1 < λ < λ2},
in which the network has two steady-state points pA and

1Packet preemption is adopted here, i.e., even when the HoL packet is in
service, the newly arrived packet can replace it.
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Fig. 3. AoI evolution of a sensor with (a) FCFS discipline, (b) LCFS discipline.

pL. The boundaries λ1 and λ2 are given by (7) and (8)
in [15], i.e.,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λ1 = 2

n

(
1− 2

nq−
√

1− 4
nq

)
·exp

⎛
⎝ 2

1−
√

1− 4
nq

⎞
⎠

λ2 = 2

n

(
1− 2

nq+

√
1− 4

nq

)
·exp

⎛
⎝ 2

1+
√

1− 4
nq

⎞
⎠
.

(3)

� Mono-stableregionM = B̄, in which the network has
only one steady-state point pL. Note that the network stays
in either the mono-stable region M or bi-stable region
B. Accordingly, M is the complementary set of bi-stable
region B.

B. Peak Age of Information

This article focuses on the peak age of information perfor-
mance of the network. For illustration, Fig. 3(a) and (b) depict
the evolution of AoI Δ(t) over time t with FCFS and LCFS,
respectively, where ti denotes the time instance at which ith
packet arrives and t′i denotes the time instance that ith packet is
successfully transmitted, i ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. Note that due to finite
buffer size, some packets are dropped. To avoid ambiguity,
we use k to indicate the kth successfully transmitted packets.
As only successfully-transmitted packets contribute to the age
performance, we refer to them as informative packets [41], [42].

As Fig. 3 illustrates, the AoI grows over time. When a packet
is successfully transmitted, AoI reduces to the time elapsed since
the generation of the delivered packet, i.e., Δ(t) = t− u(t), t ∈
{1, 2, · · · }, where u(t) = max{ti|0 < t′i < t}. The PAoI, de-
noted by Ak, is the AoI achieved immediately before receiving
the kth packet. It is clear that the PAoI crucially depends on the
service disciplines.

With FCFS, we can see from Fig. 3(a) that the packet arrivals
at ti+2 is dropped because the buffer is full. The age performance
only relies on the packet which arrives when the buffer is empty,
i.e., the ith packet, the i+ 1th packet and the i+ 3th packet in
Fig. 3(a). Accordingly, upon the successful reception of the kth

packet, the PAoI AFCFS
k can be written as

AFCFS
k = Dk−1 +Wk +Dk, (4)

where
� Dk denotes the access delay, i.e., the interval from the

arrival of the first packet after the successful transmission
of the k − 1th informative packet until the successful trans-
mission of the kth informative packet.

� Wk denotes the idle period, which is the time interval from
the successful transmission of k − 1th informative packet
until the arrival of the next packet.

With LCFS, we can see from Fig. 3(b) that the i+ 1th packet is
dropped and replaced by a fresher packet, i.e., the i+ 2th packet.
The age performance only relies on the most up-to-date packet,
i.e., the ith packet, the i+ 2th packet and the i+ 4th packet in
Fig. 3(b). Accordingly, the PAoI ALCFS

k can be written as

ALCFS
k = Tk−1 +Wk +Dk, (5)

where
� Tk is the service time of the kth informative packet, i.e.,

the interval from the arrival of kth informative packet to its
successful transmission.

By comparing (4) and (5), we can see that the difference lies
in the first item on the right side of the equations, i.e.,Dk and Tk.
Note that Dk is the time spent from the generation of one packet
when the queue is empty until the queue is empty again. It should
be pointed out that after the generation of the first packet when
the queue is empty, many other packets may arrive. While, Tk

only refers to the service time of the last packet (i.e., the packet to
be successfully transmitted) to arrive in the queue. For instance,
in Fig. 3(b), Tk−1 is the interval [ti+2, t

′
i+2] and Dk−1 is the

interval [ti+1, t
′
i+2]. Therefore, the physical meaning of Dk and

that of Tk are distinct and Tk ≤ Dk holds. Moreover, as Tk, Wk

and Dk for k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} are i.i.d. random variables, we drop
the subscript k of Tk, Wk and Dk for simplicity.

C. Problem Definition

In this article, our objective is to minimize the average PAoI2

A via optimally tuning the channel access probability q and the

packet arrival rate λ, where A = limN→∞
∑N

k=1 Ak

N . Note that

2The average AoI can also be characterized based on the analytical approach
in this article. How to optimize the average AoI performance is another important
issue that will be addressed in our future work.
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the channel access probability is a MAC layer parameter that can
be dynamically adjusted, while the packet arrival rate is usually
an application-dependent parameter. Accordingly, we consider
two optimization problems. The first one is the individual op-
timization problem, where the network aims at minimizing the
PAoI A by individually tuning q given the packet arrival rate λ,
i.e.,

A∗|λ = min
0<q≤1

A. (6)

If the packet arrival rate λ can be tuned, then we have the joint
optimization problem, where the PAoI is minimized by jointly
tuning q and λ, i.e.,

A∗ = min
0<q≤1,0<λ≤1

A. (7)

In the following sections, we consider the above optimization
problems in FCFS and LCFS cases, respectively.

III. PAOI OPTIMIZATION WITH FCFS

Let us start by deriving the expression of PAoI AFCFS with
FCFS. The analysis in [16] has revealed that the mean access
delay is given by

E[D] =
1

qp
. (8)

Since the departure of i− 1th successfully transmitted packet
and the arrival of a new packet can occur at the same time, we
can have

E[W ] =
1

λ
− 1, (9)

Based on (4), (8)–(9), we can then obtain

AFCFS =
2

qp
+

1

λ
− 1. (10)

A. Individual Optimization

The following theorem presents the optimal channel access
probability q∗|λ that minimizes the PAoI when the packet arrival
rate and the number of sensors are given.

Theorem 1: With FCFS, given the aggregate packet arrival
rate λ̂, the minimum PAoI is given by

AFCFS∗|λ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
2e · n− 1

λ
− 1 λ̂ > λ̂0,

n

(
−2W−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
−1

)

2W2
−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
p∗
L

+ 1
λ
− 1 otherwise,

(11)
which is achieved when the channel access probability

q∗|λ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

λ
nλ−e−1 λ̂ > λ̂0,

4W2
−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)

n

(
−2W−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
−1

) otherwise,
(12)

where λ̂0 ≈ 0.48,W−1(·) is the secondary branch of the Lambert
W function, and p∗L is the non-zero root of the following equation

p∗L = exp

⎛
⎝ −4nλW2

−1(−
√
nλ
2 )

4p∗LW
2
−1(−

√
nλ
2 ) + nλ

(
−2W−1(−

√
nλ
2 )− 1

)
⎞
⎠ .

(13)
Proof: Given the aggregate packet arrival rate λ̂, it can be

seen from (8) and (10) that PAoI minimization is equivalent to
mean access delay minimization. Therefore, the optimal channel
access probability for minimizing the mean access delay can also
minimize the PAoI. The optimal channel access probability has
been obtained in [16], as shown by (12). The minimum PAoI
can then be obtained by substituting (12) into (2) and (10). �

Theorem 1 reveals that the optimal channel access
probability q∗|λ̂>λ̂0

is λ
nλ−e−1 when λ̂ > λ̂0, where

λ̂0≈0.48 is the single non-zero root of the equation

λ̂−λ̂(1+1/W−1(−
√

λ̂/2))2=4(λ̂−e−1), which is derived
by combining q∗|λ̂>λ̂0

= q1 and q1 is given by (10) in [16]. λ̂0 is

the threshold of the aggregate packet arrival rate λ̂, above which
the network is guaranteed to operate at the desired steady-state
point pL; otherwise, the network has two steady-state points. If

λ̂ < λ̂0, then q∗|λ is set to be
4W2

−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
n
(
−2W−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
−1
) , which is the

root of λ = λ1 for avoiding the network falls into the bi-stable
region B, where λ1 is given in (3).

Fig. 4 depicts how the PAoI AFCFS varies with the channel
access probability for n = 100 with the aggregate packet arrival
rate λ̂ = 0.4 or 0.8. The simulation setup follows Section II
and each case runs for 107 time slots via a MATLAB-based
simulator. With λ̂ = 0.4 ≤ λ̂0, it can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that
the PAoI decreases as q increases when the network stays in
mono-stable region M. When q > q∗|λ ≈ 0.047, the network
falls into bi-stable region B, in which it has two steady-state
points, i.e., the desired steady-state point pL and the undesired
steady-state point pA. Once the network shifts to the undesired
steady-state point pA, the PAoIA rises sharply. To hedge against
this case, the optimal channel access probability q∗|λ is set to the
region boundary, i.e., the root of λ = λ1. On the other hand, if
the aggregate packet arrival rate increases to 0.8, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), then the network always stays in mono-stable region
M and operates at the desired steady-state point pL. The mini-
mum PAoI can be achieved when the channel access probability
q∗|λ = λ

nλ−e−1 ≈ 0.018. Simulation results presented in Fig. 4
well agree with the analysis.

B. Joint Optimization

Note that if the packet arrival rate of each sensor λ can
be adjusted, then the network can jointly tune q and λ for
PAoI optimization. The following theorem presents the optimal
channel access probability q∗F and packet arrival rate λ∗

F for PAoI
optimization.

Theorem 2: With FCFS, the minimum PAoI is given by

AFCFS∗ ≈ 3.27n− 1, (14)
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Fig. 4. PAoI AFCFS versus the channel access probability q with FCFS discipline, n = 100. (a) λ̂ = 0.4. (b) λ̂ = 0.8.

Fig. 5. PAoI AFCFS versus n in three different cases. q = 0.01. λ = 0.002.

which is be achieved when the channel access probability and
the packet arrival rate are set to be{

q∗F ≈ 4.543
n ,

λ∗
F ≈ 0.4395

n .
(15)

Proof: See Appendix A. �
Theorem 2 reveals that as the number of sensors n increases,

both the optimal channel access probability q∗F and packet arrival
rate λ∗

F should be properly reduced in order to alleviate the
contention. Meanwhile, the minimum PAoI AFCFS∗ linearly
increases with n.

To evaluate the performance gain brought by the optimal
tuning, Fig. 5 demonstrates how the PAoI AFCFS varies with n
in three cases: 1) fixed setting with λ = 0.002 and q = 0.01, 2)
individual optimization with λ = 0.002 and 3) joint optimiza-
tion. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that with fixed setting, the PAoI
exponentially increases with n, indicating that the age becomes
intolerably high in the massive access scenarios. In contrast,
with either individual optimization or joint optimization, the
PAoI linearly grows with n. The performance gain becomes
significant, especially when n is large or both the channel access

probability q and the packet arrival rate λ can be dynamically
tuned.

IV. PAOI OPTIMIZATION WITH LCFS

Let us now consider the LCFS discipline. Note that different
from the FCFS case, with LCFS, the ith successfully transmitted
packet may not be the first packet arrives after the successful
transmission of the i− 1th informative packet, since packets are
discarded once a new packet arrives. Accordingly, by comparing
Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 3(a), we can see that Tk ≤ Dk. Tk denotes
the service time of kth successfully transmitted packet and Dk

denotes the time interval from the arrival of a packet when
the buffer is empty until the successful transmission of the kth

informative packet.
To derive the PAoI under the LCFS discipline ALCFS , let

us first focus on the access delay D and the service time T .
Specifically, the probability mass function (PMF) of D can be
obtained based on (1) in [16] as

P{D = j} =

{
qp, j = 1,

(1− qp)j−1qp, j ≥ 2.
(16)

Given the access delay D, the service time T should be lower
than or equal to D. Assume that the access delay D = j and
the service time T = i, there are following two cases: 1) i = j,
indicating that the informative packet is the packet arrives at the
queue when the queue is empty. Since no packet arrives in the
following i− 1 time slots, the probability of this case is given
by (1− λ)i−1; 2) i < j, indicating that the informative packet
arrives after the first packet arrives at the queue when the queue
is empty. The probability of this case is given by λ(1− λ)i−1

as no packet is generated after the arrival of the informative
packet. Accordingly, the conditional probability of the service
time T = i given the access delay D = j, P{T = i|D = j},
can be expressed as

P{T = i|D = j} =

{
(1− λ)i−1, i = j

λ(1− λ)i−1, 1 ≤ i < j,
(17)
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where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. By combining (16) and (17), the PMF
of the service time T can be obtained as

P{T = i} =

+∞∑
j=i

P{T = i|D = j}P{D = j}

= ((1− λ)(1− qp))i−1 (qp+ λ(1− qp)) . (18)

Then the mean service time E[T ] can be obtained as

E[T ] =

+∞∑
i=1

P{T = i} · i = 1

qp+ (1− qp)λ
. (19)

Finally by combing (5), (8), and (19), the PAoI under the LCFS
discipline can be written as

ALCFS =
1

qp
+

1

qp+ (1− qp)λ
+

1

λ
− 1. (20)

Comparison of AFCFS in (10) with ALCFS in (20) brings
AFCFS −ALCFS = 1

qp − 1
qp+(1−qp)λ > 0, implying that the

network can always obtain better age performance with LCFS
discipline. However, as we will show in Section VI, such
performance gain is achieved at the cost of additional energy
consumption, which could be the key concern in battery-limited
scenarios.

A. Individual Optimization

Similar to the PAoI optimization in FCFS case, in LCFS case,
we are also interested in tuning the system parameters, i.e., q
and λ, for minimizing ALCFS . The following theorem presents
the optimal channel access probability q∗|λ that minimizes the
PAoI when the packet arrival rate λ and the number of sensors
n are given.

Theorem 3: With LCFS, given the aggregate packet arrival
rate λ̂, the minimum PAoI is given by

ALCFS∗|λ =

{
e · n+ nλ−e−1

λ2(n−e−1) − 1 λ̂ > λ̂0,
α

1+λ(α−1) + α+ 1
λ
− 1 otherwise,

(21)

which is achieved when the channel access probability is set to

be q∗|λ in (12), where α =
n
(
−2W−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
−1
)

4W2
−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
p∗
L

.

Proof: As shown in (8) and (20), the PAoI is minimized when
the access delay is minimized. Accordingly, similar to the proof
of Theorem 1, the optimal channel access probability is given
by (12), based on which (21) can be derived. �

It is interesting to see that the optimal channel access proba-
bility q = q∗|λ for minimizing AFCFS and that for minimizing
ALCFS are the same. Specifically, according to (10) and (20),
we can observe that given the aggregate packet arrival rate λ̂, the
PAoI is determined by the access delay E[D] = 1/qp, which is
the time length from the generation of a packet when the buffer is
empty until the buffer becomes empty again. The access delay is
independent of whether the HoL packet is replaced by the newly
arrived packet or not, but solely depends on the channel access
probability q. Therefore, q∗|λ for minimizing the access delay
can minimize AFCFS as well as ALCFS .

Fig. 6. PAoI AFCFS∗|λ and ALCFS∗|λ versus the packet arrival rate λ,
n ∈ {100, 500}, q = q∗|λ.

B. Joint Optimization

With joint tuning, the following theorem presents the optimal
channel access probability q∗L and packet arrival rate λ∗

L for PAoI
optimization.

Theorem 4: With LCFS, the minimum PAoI is given by

ALCFS∗ = e · n+ 1, (22)

which is achieved when the channel access probability and the
packet arrival rate are set to be{

q∗L = 1
n−e−1 ,

λ∗
L = 1.

(23)

Proof: See Appendix B. �
Theorem 4 reveals that to achieve the minimum PAoI with

LCFS discipline, the packet arrival rate λ∗
L = 1, that is, each

sensor receives a new update at each time slot. It is in sharp
contrast to the FCFS case, where the optimal packet arrival rate
λ∗
F ≈ 0.4395

n � 1. The reason stems from packet preemption
under LCFS discipline, where a larger packet arrival rate makes
the HoL packets contain fresher information. While, with FCFS,
the packet arrival rate has to be reduced for reliving the channel
contention.

V. OPTIMAL PAOI PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

So far, we have obtained the minimum PAoI and the cor-
responding optimal settings of channel access probability and
the packet arrival rate in both FCFS and LCFS cases. There
is a general consensus that the network achieves better age
performance with LCFS than that with FCFS. Yet, how much
the age performance gain can be achieved needs further study.

Let us start with the individual optimization case when only
the channel access probability is optimally tuned. Fig. 6 illus-
trates how PAoI A∗|λ varies with the packet arrival rate λ when
q = q∗|λ andn ∈ {100, 500}. It can be seen that when the packet
arrival rate λ is small, the age performance is similar in FCFS and
LCFS. Intuitively, with small λ and optimal channel access prob-
ability, the successful packet transmission probability would be
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Fig. 7. The minimum PAoI A∗ versus n with FCFS and LCFS discipline in
the joint optimization case.

high such that the packets that arrived at the empty queue can
always be successfully transmitted before a new one arrives.
Therefore, the difference in service disciplines has limited effect
on age performance.

In sharp contrast, when λ or n is large, the age performance
gain that LCFS can achieve over FCFS becomes clear. We can
see from Fig. 6 that the PAoI with FCFS AFCFS∗|λ increases
with λ even with q = q∗|λ because of the mounting channel
contention along with large access delay. Meanwhile, the PAoI
with LCFSALCFS∗|λ is insensitive to the variation of the packet
arrival rate λ since the HoL packet is often replaced by a new
packet which carries fresher information.

For joint optimization, Fig. 7 demonstrates the minimum
PAoI with FCFS and that with LCFS discipline in the joint
optimization case. It can be seen that the PAoI increases linearly
with the number of sensors n. The minimum PAoI with FCFS
AFCFS∗ is always larger than that with LCFS ALCFS∗. In the
massive access case, we can get the asymptotic ratio between
AFCFS∗ and ALCFS∗ as

lim
n→∞

AFCFS∗ −ALCFS∗

AFCFS∗ = 16.8%, (24)

according to (14) and (22). Equation (24) reveals that if the net-
work uses the LCFS discipline, rather than the FCFS discipline,
the minimum PAoI can be reduced by 16.8%.

Although significant age performance gain can be obtained
with LCFS in the massive access scenarios, the packet arrival
rate λ∗

L = 1, implying that each sensor in the status update
system should generate a new sample in each time slot. However,
frequent sampling operations consume a large proportion of
the energy budget, which will shorten the lifetime of sensors
with limited battery capacity. The age-energy tradeoff deserves
further study.

VI. AGE-ENERGY TRADEOFF BETWEEN FCFS AND LCFS

In this section, we will evaluate the energy-efficiency
in FCFS and LCFS cases, and then discuss the

age-energy tradeoff between the FCFS and LCFS
disciplines3.

A. Energy Efficiency

The energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number
of successfully transmitted information bits to the total energy
consumption [43], which can be written as

η = lim
z→∞

zkb∑z
k=1 Ē · Yk

. (25)

The numerator of (25) is the number of successfully transmitted
information bits, where z is the number of successfully trans-
mitted packets, and kb is the number of information bits in each
packet. The denominator of (25) is the energy consumption,
where Ē is the average energy consumption of each sensor in
each time slot, and Yk = Wk +Dk is the inter-departure time
between the kth and k − 1th successfully transmitted packet.
By combing (8) and (9), we have

E[Yk] =
1

qp
+

1

λ
− 1. (26)

Let us now derive the average energy consumption of each
sensor in each time slot Ē. Specifically, for each sensor in each
time slot, it may perform the sampling operation for generating
a new packet, or transmit a packet, or keep silent. Accordingly,
the energy consumption in each time slot contains the following
parts: 1) ET : the energy consumption of the interface during
packet transmission; 2)ES : the energy consumption of sampling
operation at the beginning of the time slot; 3) EB : the baseline
energy consumption when the sensor keeps silent, i.e., no data
transmission. Combining the above three parts, the average
energy consumption of each sensor Ē in each time slot can be
written as

Ē = λeES + ρqET + (1− ρq)EB , (27)

where λe is the effective arrival rate [29], and

ρ = λ
λ+qp , (28)

is the offered load [15], i.e., the probability that the sensor has
a packet in the buffer for transmission. In particular, at the
beginning of each time slot, each sensor will decide whether
to sample or not, for which the average energy consumption is
λeES . After the sampling decision-making process, the sensor
with a packet in its buffer will transmit the packet during the rest
of one time slot with probability q; otherwise, it will keep silent
till the end of this time slot. Accordingly, the average energy
consumption is ρqET + (1− ρq)EB .

Note that we are interested in the energy efficiency in the
joint optimization case, where the PAoI is optimized. By further
combining (2), (15), (23), and (28), the offered load in FCFS
case and that in LCFS case can be derived as

ρ|q=q∗F ,λ=λ∗
F
≈ 0.1793, and ρ|q=q∗L,λ=λ∗

L
≈ 1, (29)

3As the focus of this article is on the age performance limit, the age-energy
tradeoff is discussed based on the premise that both the packet arrival rate
and the channel access probability have been optimally configured for PAoI
minimization. The analysis can be extended to evaluate the age-energy tradeoff
with the general setting of system parameters.
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respectively.
For the effective arrival rate, note that with FCFS, in order to

save energy, sensors would not perform the sampling operation
when it has packets in the buffer4. While, with LCFS, sampling
operations are performed even when the buffer is non-empty.
Accordingly, the effective arrival rate in FCFS case and that in
LCFS case can be derived as

λFCFS
e = (1− ρ)λ, and λLCFS

e = λ, (30)

respectively.
By combining (15), (23), (27), (29), and (30), the average

energy consumption in each time slot with FCFS discipline
ĒFCFS can be expressed as

ĒFCFS = 0.3607
n ES + 0.8146

n ET + (1− 4.543
n )EB , (31)

and with LCFS discipline ĒLCFS as

ĒLCFS = ES + 1
nET + (1− 1

n )EB , (32)

with an approximation 1
n−e−1 ≈ 1

n when n is large. By compar-
ing (31) and (32), it can be obtained that ĒLCFS − ĒFCFS > 0,
indicating that the energy consumption of the system with LCFS
is always higher than that with FCFS. Finally, by combining (15),
(23), (25)–(32), the energy efficiency with FCFS discipline can
be obtained as

ηFCFS= kb(
0.3607

n ES+
0.8146

n ET+
(
1− 4.543

n

)
EB

)
·(2.772n−1)

,

(33)
and with LCFS discipline ηLCFS as

ηLCFS = kb(
ES+

1
nET+

(
1− 1

n

)
EB

)
·2.718n

. (34)

when the channel access probability q and the packet arrival rate
λ are configured for PAoI minimization.

B. Discussion

For discussion, let us consider the scenario in which the
transmission energyET is 24.75 mJ per time slot and the average
baseline energy consumption EB is 15 μJ per time slot [44].
The information bits of each data packet is kb = 20 kbits, and
the energy consumption for data sampling ES is assumed to be
dependent on the application.

Fig. 8 illustrates how the energy efficiency ηFCFS and ηLCFS

vary with the number of sensors n with ES ∈ {0.5ET , 2ET }.
Specifically, as n grows, the channel access probability of each
sensor is reduced according to (15) and (23), in which case the
sensor keeps silent often. Thus, in both FCFS and LCFS cases,
the time-average energy consumption of each sensor drops, so
does the energy efficiency. Note that ηLCFS is more sensitive to
the variation of n, because a large body of the energy consump-
tion comes from the sampling operation, which is required to be
done in each time slot (i.e., λ∗

L = 1) for refreshing the packet

4This contradicts to the assumption in Section II that each sensor performs
the sampling operation at the beginning of each time slot with probability λ.
Note that since the buffer size is one, with FCFS, the newly incoming packet is
discarded when the buffer is non-empty, and has no effect on the age performance
and the channel contention process. Therefore, the above analysis still holds in
the case that no sampling operation is performed when the buffer is full.

Fig. 8. The energy efficiency ηLCFS and ηFCFS versus n in the joint
optimization case. ES ∈ {0.5ET , 2ET }.

even when each sensor does not perform data transmission. This
also leads to limn→∞ ĒLCFS − ĒFCFS = ES , indicating that
in the massive access scenario, the energy consumption due to
sampling operation is the major factor in determining the gap
between ĒLCFS and ĒFCFS . As a result, it can be seen from
Fig. 8 that the energy efficiency gap between LCFS and FCFS
grows with n and ES .

Consider one special case where n = 200 and ES = 0.5ET ,
the energy consumption with LCFS ĒLCFS is approximately
100 times higher than that with FCFS ĒFCFS according to (31)
and (32), meanwhile the energy efficiency with LCFS ηLCFS

is approximately 1.05% of that with FCFS ηFCFS according to
(33) and (34). If the number of sensors n further increase to
n = 600, the energy consumption gap will grow, such that
ĒLCFS is approximately 300 times higher than that with FCFS
ĒFCFS , meanwhile the energy efficiency ηLCFS is approx-
imately 0.35% of that with FCFS ηFCFS . This reveals that
although the network obtains 16.8% age performance gain with
LCFS, the energy budget might be intolerably high in large-scale
IoT networks, which should be the key concern for practical
systems that needs further study.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we focus on the PAoI optimization in slotted
Aloha networks with FCFS and LCFS service disciplines by
optimally tuning the channel access probability and packet
arrival rate of each sensor. Specifically, depending on whether
the packet arrival rate can be tuned or not, the individual op-
timization and the joint optimization are studied, where the
optimal system parameters are explicitly characterized with the
consideration of the bi-stable behavior of Aloha networks. The
analysis shows that regardless of the individual optimization
or joint optimization, the minimum PAoI with LCFS is lower
than that with FCFS. Yet, in the joint optimization case, the age
performance gain of LCFS over FCFS is achieved via a high
packet arrival rate, which, nevertheless, results in soaring power
consumption due to frequent sampling operations. A closer look
is then cast on the age-energy tradeoff in slotted Aloha networks,
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which reveals that the energy efficiency gap between those two
disciplines increases with the network scale.

Note that this article assumes the classical collision model,
where at most one packet can be successfully decoded in each
time slot. The collision model is overly pessimistic if there exists
a large difference in received power among packets. Meanwhile,
the packet error rate is significant when the packets are short [45].
Therefore, it is of great importance to extend the analysis to
incorporate the effect of advanced receiver structures and the
short packet transmission [46]. Moreover, the homogeneous
scenario is considered in this article, where all sensors have
the same packet arrival rate and channel access probability. In
practice, many different IoT applications may coexist together,
each of which contains a large number of sensors with distinct
traffic characteristics and quality-of-service requirements. How
to optimize the age performance of Aloha networks in the
heterogeneous scenario is another interesting issue that deserves
much attention in the future study.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

To derive the optimal channel access probability and packet
arrival rate for joint optimization, let us first obtain the optimal
packet arrival rate λ∗|q when the access probability is fixed.
According to (2) and (10), we have

∂AFCFS

∂λ
= 2nq

(pq+λ)2−nλpq2 − 1
λ2 , (35)

limλ→0
∂AFCFS

∂λ
< 0, and limλ→1

∂AFCFS

∂λ
≈ 2nq − 1. With

q∗|λ > 1/2n according to (12), we have limλ→1
∂AFCFS

∂λ
> 0,

implying that ∂AFCFS

∂λ
= 0 has at least one non-zero root in

(0,1). In the following, we only consider q > 1/2n case.
By assuming the network always operates at the desired

steady-state point pL, Lemma 1 presents the optimal packet
arrival rate λ∗

pL
.

Lemma 1: With 1/2n < q ≤ 1 and p = pL, the minimum
PAoI

AFCFS∗|q,p=pL
=

nq

(
1+

√
1+

4
nq

)
+2

2q exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝− 2

1+

√
1+

4
nq

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

− 1, (36)

is achieved when the packet arrival rate

λ∗
pL

=

2q exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝− 2

1+

√
1+

4
nq

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

nq

(
1+

√
1+

4
nq

)
−2

. (37)

Proof: By combining ∂AFCFS

∂λ
= 0 and (35), we have

(pq + λ)2 − nqλ(pq + λ)− nqλ2 = 0, for which the single
positive solution gives (37). �

Fig. 9. Bi-stable region B and mono-stable region M.

Based on Lemmas 1 and 2 further presents the optimal packet
arrival rate in the general case, i.e., without the assumption of
p = pL.

Lemma 2: With 1/2n < q ≤ 1, the optimal packet arrival rate
for minimizing the PAoI is given by

λ∗|q =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2q·exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝− 2

1+

√
1+

4
nq

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

nq

(
1+

√
1+

4
nq

)
−2

1/2n < q ≤ qb,

2

n
(
m− 2

nq

)
·exp

(
2
m

) qb < q ≤ 1,

(38)

where m = 1−
√
1− 4

nq and qb ≈ 4.51
n .

Proof: Note that with 1/2n < q ≤ 1 and λ = λ∗
pL

, the net-
work may shift into the bi-stable region B and therefore not
operate at the desired steady-state point pL. Fig. 9 illustrates the
bi-stable region B and mono-stable region M. It can be seen
that λ∗

pL
is included in mono-stable region M when the channel

access probability is lower than the threshold qb ≈ 4.51
n , which

is solved by combining λ1 = λ∗
pL

, (3) and (37).
When the channel access probability 1/2n < q ≤ qb, the net-

work is guaranteed to stay in mono-stable regionM and operate
at the desired steady-state point pL with the packet arrival rate
λ∗
pL

, i.e.,

argmin
λ

AFCFS |1/2n<q≤qb = λ∗
pL
. (39)

On the other hand, if q > qb, then (n, q, λ∗
pL
) ∈ B, implying

that the network suffers from the risk of dropping to the unde-
sired steady-state point pA if λ = λ∗

pL
. To obtain the optimal

packet arrival rate in this case, Fig. 10 depicts how the PAoI
varies with λ in bi-stable region B and mono-stable region M. It
can be seen that when λ ≤ λ1, the network operates at the desired
steady-state point pL and the PAoI decreases as λ increases. As
λ increases to λ > λ1, the network goes into the bi-stable region
B, and the PAoI will increase sharply if the network shifts to the
undesired steady-state point pA. Since a larger λ will increase
the risk of the network shifting from pL to pA, the packet arrival
rate λ should be set to the boundary λ1 to minimize the chance
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Fig. 10. PAoI A versus λ in bi-stable region B and mono-stable region M.

of operating at pA, i.e.,

argmin
λ

AFCFS |q≥qb = λ1. (40)

Finally, the optimal packet arrival rate λ∗|q in (38) can be
obtained by combining Lemma 1, (3), (39), and (40). �

For joint optimization, the channel access probability and
the packet arrival rate should satisfy (12) and (38) both. The
following Lemma 3 shows the optimal setting of {q∗, λ∗} in the
joint optimization case.

Lemma 3: To minimize the PAoI with FCFS discipline, the
channel access probability q∗ and the packet arrival rate λ∗

together satisfy⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
q∗ =

2nλ∗2
(p∗q∗+λ∗)2−nλ∗p∗q∗2 − 2

q∗

p∗ exp
(−2

m

)(
2−m
m

)2
(

2nq∗
(p∗q∗+λ∗)2−nλ∗p∗q∗2 − 1

λ∗2

) , (41)

λ∗ = 2

n
(
m− 2

nq∗
)
·exp

(
2
m

) , (42)

where m = 1−
√

1− 4
nq∗ , and p∗ denotes the successful trans-

mission probability in (2) with q = q∗, λ = λ∗.
Proof: To ensure both (12) and (38) are satisfied, we have

q =
4W2

−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
n
(
−2W−1

(
−
√
nλ
2

)
−1
) and λ = λ1 by combining (3), (12) and

(38). Let us derive the optimal channel access probability q∗ first.
By substituting λ = λ1 into (11), the PAoI can be regarded as a
function of channel access probability q, i.e.,

AFCFS |λ=λ1
= 2

qp′ +
1
λ1

− 1. (43)

where p′ denotes the successful transmission probability in (2)
with λ = λ1, i.e., p|λ=λ1

. By combining (2), (3), and (43), we
have

∂AFCFS |λ=λ1

∂q = −exp
(−2
m

) (
2−m
m

)2( 2nq
(p′q+λ1)2−nλ1p′q2 − 1

λ2
1

)
+ 2

p′q ·
(

nλ2
1

(p′q+λ1)2−nλ1p′q2 − 1
q

)
.

(44)
Recall that λ1 in (3) exists if and only if q ∈ [ 4n , 1] [15]. We

then have lim
q→ 4

n

∂AFCFS |λ=λ1

∂q < 0 and limq→1
∂AFCFS |λ=λ1

∂q >

0. Numerical analysis shows that the equation ∂A
∂q = 0 has one

single root, i.e., q∗. (41) can be obtained by rewritten (44). The
optimal packet arrival rate λ∗ can be calculated by substituting
q∗ into (38). �

The implicit nature of {q∗, λ∗} sheds little light on the effect of
network scale on the optimal setting. The difficulty stems from
the joint calculation of (41)–(42). To simplify the calculation,
the following corollary denotes u = nq∗ and merges (41)–(42)
into (45).

Corollary 1: Let u = nq∗, (41) can be simplified as

2g2(u)g3(u)u
2 − 2g21(u) =(

g2(u)g3(u)u
3

g2
1(u)

− 2u
)((

g3(u) +
g1(u)

u

)2
− g1(u)g3(u)

)
,

(45)
where g1(u), g2(u) and g3(u) are the function of u and given by

g1(u) =
2(

1− 2
u−
√

1− 4
u

)
·exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ 2

1−
√

1− 4
u

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
, (46)

g2(u) = exp

⎛
⎝ −2

1−
√

1− 4
u

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ 1+

√
1− 4

u

1−
√

1− 4
u

⎞
⎠

2

, (47)

and

g3(u) = exp
(
− g1(u)u

g1(u)+g3(u)u

)
, (48)

respectively.
Proof: According to (42), the optimal aggregate packet ar-

rival rate nλ∗ is determined by u and can be written as g1(u)
in (46). On the other hand, for the optimal channel access
probability q∗, (41) can be rewritten as

2g2(u)p
∗nq∗2 − 2nλ∗2

(p∗q∗ + λ∗)2 − nλ∗p∗q∗2
− g2(u)p

∗q∗2 − 2λ∗2

λ∗2q∗
= 0. (49)

By substituting (46) into the fixed-point (2), the successful
transmission probability p∗ can be expressed as g3(u) in (48),
which is an implicit function and also determined by u. Finally
by combining (46)–(49), (45) can be obtained. �

The solution of (45) can be obtained as u ≈ 4.543 via
brute-force searching. Therefore the optimal channel access
probability q∗ = u

n ≈ 4.543
n and the optimal packet arrival rate

λ∗ = g1(u)
n ≈ 0.4395

n , based on which the minimum PAoI can be
obtained by combining (10) and (15).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

According to (2) and (20), we have

∂ALCFS

∂λ
= np2q2

(pq+λ)2−nλpq2 ·
(

1
p2q + (1−λ)q

(λ+(1−λ)pq)2

)
−
(

1−pq

(λ+(1−λ)pq)2
+ 1

λ2

)
. (50)

By assumingp = pL, the optimal channel access probability q =
λ

nλ−e−1 [16]. In this case, the successful transmission probability
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pL = e−1, and (50) can be further derived as

∂ALCFS

∂λ
= g(λ)

((nqλ+(1−nq)λ2)(nλ−e−1))2
, (51)

where g(λ) = n(e−1 − n)λ2 + 2e−1(n− e−1)λ. It can be seen
that g(λ) is the quadratic function of λ and g(λ) has the same
roots as (50) which can be calculated that λa = 0 and λb =

2e−1

n .

Since q = λ
nλ−e−1 ∈ (0, 1], we have λ ≥ e−1

n−1 . Let us consider
the following two scenarios.

1) When e−1

n−1 ≤ λ < λb, we have g(p) > 0 since e−1 < n

and q ∈ (0, 1]. Therefore ∂ALCFS

∂λ
> 0, the PAoI increases

monotonically as λ increases. The minimum PAoI is ob-
tained when λ = e−1

n−1 .
2) When λb ≤ λ ≤ 1, we have g(p) < 0 according to e−1 <

n and q ∈ (0, 1], so ∂ALCFS

∂λ
< 0. The PAoI decreases

monotonically with the increase of λ. The minimum PAoI
is obtained when λ = 1.

By combining the above two scenarios, the minimum PAoI
can be obtained when λ = e−1

n−1 or λ = 1. When the packet

arrival rate λ = e−1

n−1 , the optimal channel access probability
q∗|λ = 1 and it can be further verified that the network falls in
the bi-stable region B and is quite possible not operating at pL,
the minimum PAoI cannot be achieved. On the other hand, when
λ = 1, the optimal channel access probability can be obtained
by substituting λ = 1 in (12) and it can be verified that the
network falls in the mono-stable regionM and thereforep = pL.
The corresponding optimal PAoI can be obtained by combining
λ = 1, (12) and (20).
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